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What are the benefits of Ulcer Aid Rx™?                                                                                          
 

Aqua Meds® Ulcer Aid Rx™ is the treatment of choice for those deadly koi bacterial infections: body 

sores, fin & tail rot, gill infections and more, that just won't heal, even after feeding a medicated koi 

food and treating with pond water anti-bacterial treatments. 
 

Antibiotic injections are a good treatment for tough bacterial infections, however, injectable antibiotics 

are becoming impossible to obtain and can be difficult to use. 
 

If properly used, Ulcer Aid Rx™ can be as effective as an injection and a very easy treatment.  
 

It is important to determine the cause of the bacterial infection and remedy the situation while 

treating the affected individuals. Bacterial disease is NOT caused by bacteria. There are underlying 

stress factors that allow the pathogenic bacteria to gain a foothold. 
 

Q: What are the causes of bacterial infections? 
 

 One of the most common stress factors is poor water quality. Even minute amounts of heavy 

metals can cause suppression of the immune system leading to bacterial infections.  

 

 Another very common cause of bacterial disease is the presence of parasites. They interrupt 

the fish’s main method of defense (slime coat) and allow the pathogenic bacteria to set up a 

site of infection (ulcers, fin rot, etc.)  These parasites can be eliminated with Aqua 

Med’s Terminate® and Aqua Prazi™.  

 

 Assess the environment – sharp rocks or exposed filters can also cause damage to the slime 

coat and physically expose the fish to bacteria in the water. 
 

Now here’s the Best Part! 
Some bacterial infection treatments can be harmful to the gills and the eyes of your fish. 

 Ulcer Aid Rx™ can be sprayed directly into the gills and eyes of your fish with no harm.  

Plus, it’s much easier to use than giving antibiotic injections and just as effective! 
 

Pond Keeper’s Comments 

Your Ulcer Kit really works. I had a fish with a sore the size of a quarter that I could not cure. Used 

the spray method for five days on the fourth day the ulcer started to show signs of healing. Put the 

fish back into the pond on the sixth day and fed all my fish medi koi for 10 days. The sore is gone and 

the fish looks great. Thanks, Dale Rogers, TX 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The body sores on my fish kept getting bigger. I could not find a Vet that would give me injectable 

antibiotics. Then, I read the Ad about Ulcer aid. Within 3 days from the first treatment I could see the 

ulcers begin to heal, great product. Thanks, Don W., VA 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Aqua MedZyme™ aids in faster healing when treating serious bacterial infections with Ulcer Aid Rx™ 

http://www.webbsonline.com/Category/Koi-Rx-Terminate-For-Fungal-Parasitic-Control
http://www.webbsonline.com/Category/Aqua-Prazi
http://www.webbsonline.com/Category/Medi-Koi-Medicated-Fish-Food
http://www.webbsonline.com/Category/MedZyme-DC-Dry-Concentrate

